Camera Alarm Pod MKII
Mains powered remote controlled alarm unit for use with cameras
Contents
Camera Alarm Pod complete with security screw and washer
Power Supply
Allen Key

Installation
The Pod should be secured using the adhesive pad located on the base.
Firstly clean the surface where the Pod is being placed. Remove the backing from the adhesive pad
and press it down firmly onto the surface.
The Pod features an anti-tamper switch which will activate the alarm if your Pod is removed.
To secure a camera to the Pod, lift the sensor, paying particular attention to the security screw and
washer as you will need these to attach the base of the camera to the sensor in the corresponding
thread whilst ensuring that the anti-tamper switch is held down. If the optional charging cable is not
being used please ensure the terminator is connected. Tighten the screw with the allen key
provided.
Connect power supply to the Pod and you will hear a beep and the LED on the sensor will be
continuously lit showing power to the sensor.

Instructions
Turn the alarm on by holding the remote control 1cm from the infrared receiver located in the
middle of the 3 LEDs on the alarm and pressing the button. The alarm will give one long beep and
the green LED on the pod will be lit continuously showing it is powered. The alarm is now armed.
If the camera is tampered with by either loosening of the security screw or attempted removal, the
alarm will sound and the red LED on the left will flash. Turn the alarm off by holding the remote
control 1cm from the alarm’s infrared receiver and pressing the button. The alarm will beep 3 times
and it is now turned off. This will then allow you to investigate and resolve the issue.
Note: If the camera on the sensor has been twisted to release the sensor switch, do not twist this
back again as the switch will be damaged. In order to re-position the camera, release the security
screw, ensure the camera is in the correct position and re-tighten the screw as before.
To reset the alarm hold the remote control 1cm from the alarm’s infrared receiver and press the
button. The alarm will give one long beep and the green LED will be lit continuously showing it is
powered. The alarm is now armed.
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If the Pod is lifted from its fixed surface, the anti-tamper switch will activate the alarm and the green
LED will flash. Turn the alarm off as above and rectify the issue. Reset the alarm as above.
When using a charging lead, first while the alarm is off remove the terminator from the bottom edge
of the sensor and connect the compatible lead for the device. The camera is now being charged even
though the alarm is turned off.
Optional extras are available upon request. Please contact us using the details below for more
information.
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